
AFRICA AND ISLAM

Chapter 9



HOW AFRICA IS DIVIDED…



HOW WERE SOCIETIES ORGANIZED?

Political forms vary in Sub-Saharan Africa:

Some societies had rulers who exercised control 
through hierarchy of officials in what can be called 
states

Others were stateless societies:

Organized around kinship

Lacked concentration of political power & authority
 Secret societies (primarily in W. Africa)



SIMILARITIES WITHIN THE SOCIETIES
Bantu Migration:  3000 BCE to 
1100 CE. Bantu (collection of 
tribes speaking similar languages) 
slowly spread out from their 
original hearth probably due to 
population pressures on the land, 
conflict with neighboring tribes, 
&prolonged drought and famine. 
Eventually spread to S and E 
Africa.

Consequences of migration:

Introduced subsistence agriculture 
and new crops

Spread ironworking technology

created a common language to 
allowed ease of trade and 
communication

Absorbed some tribes/displaced 
weaker ones as they expanded

Animistic religion
• Priests, guided the religious 

practice and protected people

• Idea of good and evil

• Provided reasoning for how the 

universe worked

• Created an ethical system

• Worshiped ancestors (like who 

else?) and the land



ECONOMICS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

They had local and regional trade

Agriculture

Ironworkers

Traded with Arabs

Taxed trade

Traded “raw” goods (ivory, salt, gold, slaves)

By 1500- 30-60 million inhabitants; larger than what 
they previously thought



Islam spread across the north to Spain

 Stopped in France by Charles Martel (Charles the 
Hammer) at the Battle of Tours/Pointiers in 732

Berbers

 People of the desert; lived in Morocco

 Separate from the Arabs

 Almoravids grew out of Berbers

 11th century

 Muslim faction, puritanical, tried to purify

 Centered in Marrakesh

Almohadis

tried to purify local Islamic communities

Followed the original teachings of the Quran

Began the “infiltration” of Islam into sub-Saharan 
Africa



NUBIA AND ETHIOPIA

Christians converts had been made in Egypt 
& Ethiopia before the conversion of Roman 
Empire

 Egyptian Christians=Copts (Coptic)

 Eventually split from Byzantium

When Egypt was conquered by Arab 
armies Copts allowed to retain faith

Nubia=Sudan were resistant to Islam until 
13th ce.

Ethiopia became isolated; surrounded by 
pagan and later Islamic neighbors

 Lots of conflict b/t Muslims and Christians

Christianity dominated; built churches 
(churches of K. Lalibela)



SUDANIC STATES

Ghana, Mali, Songhay

Ghana = “golden age” by 10th century

Taxed the sought after gold  and salt that was traded in 
their region

Suffered Muslim invasions and declined by the 13th

century
 Became Islamic by the 10th century but only the aristocracy…blended with the local 

cultures



MALI

1235-1400

Timbuktu was the capital (cultural center too)

 Learning/book trade

 Trading centers

Islamic rule

Most were focused on Agriculture

 Polygamy was common…why?

Sundiata-leader in the 12th cent.(Lion Prince)

 Many oral historians told stories of his bravery

 What was life like under his rule?

 He became the Mansa (ruler)

 He divided the clans

 Ibn Batuta-Muslim traveler/author

Mansa Musa (1312-1337)

 Built libraries, schools, mosques in Mali

 visited Mecca..what affect did this trip have?



THE GREAT MOSQUE AT DJENNE
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SONGHAY KINGDOM

Dominated the area into the middle of the Niger River valley-Gao

Independent by the 7th century, probably from the Berber’s

By 1010 the rulers were Muslim
 But….a majority of the people remained pagan

Gained freedom from Mali by 1370
 Grew rich via the gold trade that went through Gao

Sunni Ali (1464-1492)-all after him took the title Askia
 Created an Empire, conquered more territory

 Great military leader

Dominated the region until defeated by the Moroccans in 1591 b/c 
they had muskets

By then, Muslims were deeply rooted in the Songhay Kingdom



SOCIAL

Women had more rights/freedoms

Many were Matrilineal-what is this?

Slave trade developed more widely
Many served as domestic servants, military, etc

Were transported across the Sahara along with gold, 
salt, etc

Children of slave mothers were freed





SWAHILI COAST (AKA: ZANJ)

East Coast of Africa

Heavily involved in the Indian Ocean Trade

Very diverse

Many Islamic trading posts established
 Traded with India, Arabs and China

Many leaders converted, others syncretized the religion 
eventually, many stayed with their animistic beliefs

Started speaking Swahili (mix of Bantu and Arabic)

Immigrants settled on Madagascar 

 Introduced bananas and coconuts



Yoruba-13th -14th ce. The Yoruba were 
organized into small city states; highly 
urbanized agriculturalists. Ile-Ife=holiest city

Benin-City-state formed by Edo people in the 
14th ce. Famous for bronze artwork. Important 
commercial and political entity until19th ce.

Kingdom of the Kongo- beginning in 13th ce 
and flourishing by 15th ce. Formed on lower 
Congo R. Capital at Mbanza Congo.  Gender 
divisions of labor.  Confederation of smaller 

states under control of centralized Kingship.

PEOPLES OF THE FOREST AND PLAINS



Great Zimbabwe- 9th ce-1600 ce. Large Bantu 

(farmer & herders) confederation emerged into 

centralized state. Shona speakers.

• Dominated gold commerce in region

• (Zimbabwe=stone house) – largest sitemore

than 200 have been found
City of stone towers, palaces, public buildings

Walls were 15’ thick and 30’ high using no mortar

Internal issues/rebellions broke up the kingdom 



#1

What was the military title taken by the later 
rulers of the Songhay?

A. Sultan

B. Caliph

C. Askia

D. Griot



#2

The Lion Prince of Mali was

A. Sunni Ali

B. Sundiata

C. Mansa Musa

D. Askia Muhammad



#3

The Swahili language was

A. a mix of Bantu and Farsi

B. a combination of Bantu and Arabic

C. created for the sake of trade and had no 
Bantu origins

D. a mixture of Latin and Greek


